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 Create any kind of content. But will the funding stay afloat? How does it work? UPDATE PROJECT MANAGEMENT Thank
you for your patience while we work on our Anniversary Upgrade! Although the first version of the anniversary has been

released, we want to let you know that there’s more content coming. We also need to ask for your patience again while we find
out how to best organize the Anniversary Update. Any problems you may encounter while using the Anniversary Update can be
reported here. As soon as we have more information on the update, we will update this description to reflect the changes. If you

experience any problems, please keep sending us feedback. We also need to let you know that the next update might not be
released in the shortest time possible. PLEASE INTRODUCE YOURSELF UPDATE RELEASE DATE UPDATE PROJECT
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TEAM Please keep us up-to-date by sending us feedback or comments. We have created a survey where you can do that. We
will make sure to collect the results and make use of them. We will publish the survey results as soon as possible. Please keep us
up-to-date on what you want to see. If you have any more questions, please do not hesitate to get in contact. If you feel like you

want to introduce yourself and your role in the team, we encourage you to do that. Thank you for your understanding! (1/13)
CREATION CLUB DEBUTS Create any kind of content. But will the funding stay afloat? How does it work? EXPAND THE
CREATION CLUB Create any kind of content. But will the funding stay afloat? How does it work? PROJECT TEAM Thank

you for your interest in our project and your support. (10/10) CREATION CLUB TRAILER Discover the system requirements,
and have a look at the new trailer! (10/12) CREATION CLUB NFO - Leveling Up Explore the new PvP mode, get the scoop on

the Anniversary Event, and much more. (11/09) UPDATE PROJECT MANAGEMENT The Anniversary Update has been
released. (11/10) UPDATE RELEASE DATE The Anniversary Update will be released on November 16th. (11/16) UPDATE

PROJECT TEAM Thank you for your support. (11/16) NFO UPDATE - Includes new quests, unlocks, PvP gear, items and fun-
fun-fun! NFO UPDATE - Includes new quests, unlocks, PvP gear, items and fun-fun-fun! THANKS 82157476af
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